The present release is the second of three which will bring together the 122 78 rpm sides of extended excerpts
from Wagner's tetralogy which His Master's Vo ice recorded in London, Berlin and Vienna between 1926 and
1932. The scope of this project centers around the Ring albums - not every disc of music from the Ring which
H MV issued during this period. The first volume (PACO 107) gathered rogerher excerpts from Das Rheingold and
Die Walkiire; the present set focuses on Melchior's Siegfried recordings; and the final one will feature scenes fro m
GiitterdiitJ1v1enmg, as well as an appendix featuring alternate recordings from the series and an outline of motives
from the Ring cycle.
The Siegfn.ed recordings have a particularly convoluted history in the "Potted Ring" saga. Initially, HMV released
an album of eight discs, combining two from Das Rheingold (featured in Volume 1 of our series) with six from
Siegfried, in recordings made between June, 1927 and April, 1928. This set included the Wotan/Erda duet featured
here (the only "Potted Ring" recordings to come from Vienna), as well as six sides with RudolfLaubenthal as
Siegfried. In three of these, he was joined by Frida Leider in excerpts from the final duet. (Oddl y, a disc with an
orchestral version of the "Forest Murmurs" led by Leo Blech was included along with Laubenthal's vocal excerpts
from the same scene.)
Melchior's absence from these sides can be explained by the fact that he did not make his first recordings for the
HJ.VfV labels until June, 1928. In May of the following year, sessions were scheduled in London for him to record
Siegfried selections under Albert Coates, incl uding re-recordings of material already covered in Laubenrhal's solo
sides. These were collected into a second, five disc volume on HMV. Further recordings in May, 1930 ("Selige
Ode" and "Das ist kein Mann") under Robert Heger were issued on two single discs. In America, Victor collected
these, the 1929 record ings and the unduplicared 1927-28 Siegfried sides fro m the firs t volume in a ten-d isc set.
Further reco rdings of excerpts from Acts 1 and 2 in May, 1931 and the Act 3 duet in May, 1932, all under Heger,
were issued as separate volumes both in Europe and America. Ultimately, HMV released a 19-disc set of the 37
sides presented here, although it was never offered this way on Victor. Fortunately for posterity, Melchior's
unsurpassed ass wnptio n of the r61e was captured nearly complete at the height of his considerable powers in these
recordings.
The so urces for the transfers were multiple copies of American Victor editions: prewar "Z" and "Gold" label
pressings, as well as a particularly quiet postwar album, for the 1928-30 recordings; "Z" and "Gold" editions for
the 1931 recordings; and two sets of "Z" pressings for the 1932 final scene. The progress of electrical recording
during this period can be traced through the variable sound of the originals, from the dim Vienna sides of 1928
and the occasionally strident and overloaded London sessions of 1929, to the warm, detailed sound obtained in
Abbey Road in 1932.
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